MEDICAL TREATMENT CHAIR

T300 (Manually Operated Chair) / T400 (Power Operated Chair)

01 Individual legrest recline
02 Slide-out footstool
03 Special design framework offers a comfortable working height for nurse
04 Adjustable neckrest

05 Individual backrest recline
06 Trendelenburg position available
07 Central locking casters
08 Weight capacity: 130kg

T300 (AP133) / T400 (AP134)
Chair Dimensions: W83cm x H115cm x L90cm
Chair Weight: 58kg (T300) / 90kg (T400)
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STANDARD FEATURES & ACCESSORIES

T300 / T400

STANDARD FEATURES

01 Legrest Recline
Patients can control the legrest by using the side lever / the hand control.

02 Backrest Recline
The backrest can be reclined by pushing the side lever / the hand control. The Trendelenburg position can then be achieved.

03 Lockable Footstool
The footstool allows patients to enter into the chair easily. It allows patients to rest their feet on the footstool; also allows patients to step down from the chair safely.

04 Central Locking Casters
Central locking system for all casters. Nurses can lock or unlock the chair easily.

05 Neckrest
One neckrest is included as standard.

06 Round Handle
Easy for nurses to move the chair.

07 Separate Legrest
Patients can rest their legs, especially suitable for patients with leg cramp.

ACCESSORIES

08 Fold-out Tray Arms (AP138)
Convenient for patients to place their belongings or rest their arms. 
size: Open: W300mm x L470mm  Closed: W190mm x L470mm

09 IV Pole (AP141)
For the nurses convenience, the IV Pole can be located at the front of the chair as indicated in the photo or, if preferred, at the rear. 
size: Extended: L1800mm  Closed: L1070mm

10 Lift-Up Tray (AP144)
For the patients convenience. 
size: W200mm x L450mm

11 Over Chair Tray (AP142)
For the nurses convenience, nurses can place their document or necessary materials. 
size: W280mm x L400mm

12 CPR Legs (AP145)
CPR position can be supported with the CPR Legs. The CPR Legs stabilize the chair in CPR position.
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